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                      Rise and Thrive®
                  

                      The Best Performance Organic Mattress.

Comfort without Compromise.
                  

                    Featuring patented Beyond Latex™ organic foams enhanced with activated quartz for Active Cooling and EMF Protection. These certified organic mattresses offer a unique sleep experience that provides ultimate support, unmatched Deep Sleep, luxurious comfort & clean bedroom air, using certified organic ingredients. 

                  

                    
                      SHOP ORGANIC MATTRESSES
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      Grateful Eight Organic Mattress
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      Tatami™ Organic Mattress
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      Stratami™ Organic Mattress
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      Classic REM5 Organic Mattress
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        $3,382.00 USD
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      ProCor P1 Custom Mattress
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        $8,790.00 USD
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        Jack dell'Accio, founder & Ceo

      

      
        
          "Why I Prioritized Healthy Sleep"
        

      

      Jack’s journey to creating Essentia began after experiencing a family member’s battle with cancer. Knowing that you spend a third of your life sleeping, after finding out that the mattress can be the most toxic item in your home, Jack set out to develop a healthy sleep surface that offered pressure relief and posture support without introducing toxic chemicals to the bedroom. 19 years ago, Jack patented Essentia’s Beyond Latex™ organic foam. 
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      The Mattress of Choice for Leading Wellness Experts
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            Jim Kwik

          

          
            “The key to a limitless day starts the night before. Better sleep is better brain function, simple as that. The Essentia mattress is like a sanctuary for your body and mind.”
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            Dave Asprey

          

          
            "Essentia has created a performance sleep mattress packed with patented technology, creating a sleep environment that encourages deep REM sleep cycles for truly rejuvenating sleep."
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            Dr. Mark Hyman

          

          
            "I also run hot and Essentia has a chemical-free cooling core that provides the best environment for deep, restorative sleep. They’re organic, non-toxic, and super comfortable, so you can’t go wrong."


          

          

          
        

        
      
    

    
    
      WHO ELSE IS SLEEPING ON ESSENTIA?
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                      Stratami is Recommended by Consumer Reports
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            Our Beyond Organic® standard ensures all our processes are certified organic, vegan & healthy
          

        
  
        
          
            Essentia strives to create foam mattresses that never make you choose between performance or health. Each component used in our GOLS (Global Organic Latex Standard) and GOTS (Global Organic Textile Standard) certified organic factory is nontoxic, ethically sourced, and certified organic. In fact, Essentia’s skilled craftsmen do not need protective gear while blending our patented Beyond Latex™ organic foam formulas because clean air is at the core of our values. 
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                    RISE & THRIVE®
                  

                    What Does it Mean to Thrive?
                  

                    Sleep is the foundation of wellness and happiness. At the core of each Essentia Beyond Organic® foam mattress, we prioritize Clean Air by limiting your exposure to VOCs, and Allergy Free sleep surfaces. Creating the perfect environment for your body to experience luxuriously comfortable, deep, restorative sleep. Allowing you to live each day to it’s fullest. 
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            Essentia’s 7 Elements for Deep Sleep
          

        
  
        
          
            You deserve a sleep surface that ensures you experience the deepest, longest possible REM and Deep Sleep cycles. Essentia is the only mattress proven to accomplish this for its sleepers. To do this, Essentia Beyond Latex™ organic foam mattresses are crafted to eliminate sleep stimulants that disrupt your body’s natural sleep cycles. 
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        Peak performance starts with quality sleep
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                Essentia – A game changer for any athlete
              

                Essentia’s obsession to have everyone experience true, performance sleep is tested by some of the world’s top athletic talent. With over 25% of professional hockey players sleeping on Essentia, we are proud to see these high performers prioritize sleep as a part of their success plan. The ProCor P1 is our commitment to fine tuning this sleep experience with a fully custom organic mattress built to cater to the sleeper's posture, spinal type, and muscular build. 
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                    Tour our certified organic factory that hand crafts your deepest sleep ever.
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        Beyond Organic®

      

      
        
          Reducing Sleep Stimulants
        

      

      By eliminating stimulants that pull your body out of its sleep cycles such as pain, tossing and turning, allergens, heat, EMFs, and chemicals you will experience an increased rate of recovery that improves both your mental and physical wellness. We promote nontoxic sleep environments with clean air, no allergens, no latex allergies, active cooling, and more, so you experience your best night’s sleep and wake up ready to take on the challenges of your day.
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        A bright new dawn

      

      
        
          Wake Up Invigorated
        

      

      Prioritizing natural and organic components such as Hevea milk, the milky white sap of the rubber tree, organic essential oils, natural plant extracts, and water, our proprietary slow response organic latex foam blends offer unmatched pressure relief while eliminating the chemicals usually found in memory foam mattresses. 
The most comfortable latex mattress you’ll ever sleep on, you can also be sure you won’t be affected by allergens. Tested by the Johns Hopkins School of Medicine, Essentia Beyond Latex™ organic foam doesn’t contain the latex proteins that can trigger allergies, and the foam is impervious to dust mites. Most importantly, these vegan mattresses do not have any springs, wool, or fiber batting that dust mites commonly call home.
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                      CONSUMER REPORTS® RECOMMENDS THE ESSENTIA STRATAMI™ MATTRESS
                    

                      Consumer Reports® does not endorse products or services.
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        A brand you can trust

      

      
        
          120 Night Mattress Sleep Trial & 20 Year Warranty
        

      

      We are committed to crafting amazing organic sleep products. Here at Essentia, we live, breathe and dream performance sleep. Our Beyond Organic® standard means we don't cut any corners and are proud to make a high quality, durable product. This is why we stand behind our work and are confident you will experience amazing sleep, without compromise.
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        Fair & Ethical sourcing

      

      
        
          Certified Organic Latex
        

      

      Beyond Organic® is a self-governing initiative that is at the heart of everything Essentia does. With Beyond Organic® at its core, all of Essentia’s products are made organically, ethically, and safely. This means that every part of the process — from farming to harvesting to manufacturing — is vegan and cruelty-free. Beyond Organic® supports a better, safer, and healthier home by enhancing indoor air quality with VOC-free mattresses.
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      Rise & Thrive®
      What does it mean to thrive? Really thrive. To wake up every day not just rested, but resilient. Not just recharged, but ready for anything. And not just happier, but healthier - from bedtime to all the time. To thrive is to rise, without compromise.
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